Allahu Akbar
Allahu Akbar - God is great.
Well great He may be! But being woken every morning in the dark at half past five by the first call to
prayer didn’t feel that great particularly when most nights were also interrupted by dogs howling,
cocks crowing at all hours, Israelis and other nationalities talking into the wee small hours, and, on
the final night, cats fighting. Notice no mention of Raz’s snoring! Not that he didn’t snore -just that
he was drowned out by someone else going for it big time. This guy had considerately camped 50
metres away out of earshot (as he probably thought).
So Wadi Rum in the south of Jordan is not the best place for light sleepers. Nor is it the place for
devotees of glamping. Facilities were - how shall I put it - basic! Some members of the party
claimed to have managed a hot shower at some point, but I only got cold water and although the
women’s section was reasonably clean and tidy, it seems that men’s problems don’t stop at merely
leaving the toilet seat up. Nuff said!
That’s the negative stuff out of the way. But this was a great adventure trip in a stunning country
with a team of very mixed ages which gelled really well even though many had not met before. The
guidebook we used is Treks and Climbs in Wadi Rum by Tony Howard. He had been invited by the
Jordanians in 1984 to help develop the climbing in Wadi Rum as a tourist attraction.
Robin Mazinke and Sarah Goodman had been before and were the instigators of the trip and
provided a wealth of info on suitable objectives and practicalities. Pete Finklaire and Simon Laker
formed a very businesslike and keen partnership and were both full of irrepressible enthusiasm Pete’s laugh is a thing to behold! Sue Hazel and Neil Morbey had climbed together - as had Dan
Arkle and Simon Clark. Dan was nursing a repetitive strain injury so for the first few days, Sue, Neil
and Simon formed a fast team that didn’t need to get away too early. This was just as well for Sue not an early morning person it seems!
The party was completed by Raz (Rasik Parmar) and myself - fresh from Morocco. Enough of us
were CC members that this might have qualified as a proper meet!
We had all flown to Amman. Pete and Simon arrived on a later flight and immediately took a taxi
down to Wadi Rum. Sue, Simon, Dan and Neil stayed the night with friends of friends near Amman
and the rest of us settled in at the Black Iris hotel in Madaba. The Black Iris is the national flower of
Jordan.

In the morning, we took a quick tour of the town centre which typifies Jordan as a haven of peaceful
coexistence between Muslim and Christian communities. Pristine, striking and often modern,
mosques are juxtaposed with older more careworn Christian churches - many with intricate mosaics.
We had time to visit St Georges - the church of the map - which hosts the famous mosaic map of the
Holy Land dating from the 6th century.

Mosque and
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It was then time for the long drive south - about 250km - which we did by taxi. After the relatively
fertile northern area, the desert soon exerts itself. The Desert Highway passes through frankly
uninteresting and barren areas until the mountains start to appear on the horizon and the turn off to
Wadi Rum finally arrives.
At the entrance to the National Park, we paid our fees with what could be regarded as a refreshing
lack of bureaucracy (or the issue of a ticket) and decamped into a rundown Bedouin 4X4. This could
only be started in gear and by touching bare wires together as it had no clutch or key. At the half
way point we passed a broken down Toyota 4X4. Our driver promptly drove up behind it and,
without the benefit of working brakes, unceremoniously crashed into it in an unsuccessful effort to
get it going! The lack of seat belts was only a minor worry. The Toyota was still there when we left
a week later.
We arrived unscathed at the Rest House to find Pete and Simon tucking into chicken, chips and rice.
They had already managed a good three pitch route (Salim 5+) on Abu Maileh Tower just behind the
campsite. Pretty keen!
It was now that we met Salim who was to be our mentor and local gopher for the week. We settled
on 2 dinar (more or less £2) per night for the camping and after setting up camp, went for our own
chicken dinner with a beer - at 5 dinar, a bit excessive - but irresistible. We managed to drink them
dry by the end of our stay drinking just one can each a day!

Moonrise over Jebel um Ejil
seen on our first evening
from the campsite

The remaining four turned up after dark after a bit of a fractious journey but we were now all in
position and raring to go.
Pete and Simon said that it had been really cold on their journey down but it stayed hot for the rest
of the week and thin clothing was all that was needed, even climbing in the shade. There was
generally enough of a breeze higher up that climbing in the sun was just hot rather than unpleasant.
Fortunately, the heat died down at night.
Rob, Sarah, Raz and I set off of for a couple of the Bedouin routes on Jebel Rum’s East Face. Rob and
Sarah were going for The Eye of Allah (AD Sup). Raz and I would start with them but aim to do what
they had done last time and go for Hammad’s Route (AD) - one of the original Bedouin routes to the
summit domes. This should give us a good feel for the geography of this complex mountain and
crucially - the descent route. Or so we thought!

Nice easy climbing
On the early part of
Hammad’s Route

Sue, Neil and Simon
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ridge

Scrambly soloing led to the start of three or four pitches of pleasant roped climbing leading us to an
easy ridge overlooking the Great Siq - the big ravine that splits Jebel Rum in two. Robin and Sarah,
having edged ahead, were down in the Siq at the start of their route. Raz was not really enjoying
this sort of scrambly route finding and it did occur to me that we might make a short day of it but we
carried on for now.
I knew we had to take the second chimney along the ridge to descend to our route and after a
distant shouting match with Rob down below, we found a chimney to descend. It was quite tricky
and we chose to abseil the final section to the floor of the Siq.

The wrong chimney, Grommit!

We moved along to the end of the easy climbing where our route would climb the left wall. I offered
the lead to Raz and he set off above a substantial pool of greenish water. It looked a bit steep for 5
minus but Raz got some gear in and moved up to the steeper area.

Before (left) and
after (above)

I had meanwhile manoeuvred myself to get a better view. Suddenly, Raz was off and upside down.
The gear held. For a while I thought I could stay out of the water but inexorably I was dragged in
before I had time to worry about water snakes and the like. I waded out holding on tight to the rope
and then lowered Raz down. His pristine new red tee shirt was torn and he had a nasty graze on his
back. Also. his arm hurt. At this point, Simon, Sue and Neil arrived following Robin and Sarah. I was
surprised to see them come down our chimney but it was good to see them and we jointly assessed
Raz’s state and were able to gaffer tape his teeshirt.
Inevitably we retreated. I nipped up to get the gear and we set off back up the chimney to find the
descent route. Raz was doing ok, but his arm was hurting and it seemed he had also turned his
ankle over. We soon found the well-marked descent route and the crucial abseils and reached the
descent gully and were home well before dark.

The final abseil descent

Raz by now had an egg shaped bruise on his arm and his ankle was swelling up. He was concerned
that he might have some broken bones but fortunately, his injuries were to soft tissue and within a
couple of days he was able to climb again.
Simon and Pete had returned enthusing about Black Magic - a ten pitch D Sup - about HVS - largely
in the shade - on the Dark Tower of Jebel Rum’s East Face. The others all returned safely from The
Eye of Allah as it got dark. The route goes through a through cave (The Eye) before a long section of
padding to the summit of the East Dome which was pretty unnerving to descend un-roped - not that
there was anything to attach a belay or runner to even if you tied on!

Sarah follows Rob on
The Eye of Allah

In conversation, it now became apparent that Raz and I had descended the wrong chimney - hence
my surprise at Sue, Neil and Simon following us down. Robin thought he might have misled us
during our shouted conversation and had apparently tried calling after us to no avail. So I had in
advertently pointed Raz at the wrong exit from the Siq. That didn’t make me feel too good.
Raz and I decided that, as we wanted to go to Petra on one of the days, we would go the following
day to give Raz a chance to regroup. We took the daily bus which, depending on who you asked, left
at 8 or 8.30 every day but which in fact left at 9.30. We teamed up with a French Canadian lad Hervé - for the day. He had been on Black Magic at the same time as Simon and Pete and had
seemed astonished that such old people were out climbing - climbing well and incidentally doing a
much better job on the route-finding!

The Bus

Petra was magic. Steadily during the day Raz’s ankle eased which was just as well as there’s loads of
walking to get the most out of it. Although my guidebook suggested 26 dinar to get in it was in fact
50. Pretty steep but then we weren’t as canny as the others who went the next day (more later!).
After a gentle stroll from the entrance past massive carved “God” blocks and some wind eroded
carved tombs, you reach the start of the The Siq. On its own in any other country, this would be a
must for tourists as the path winds its way narrowly through a deep gorge (Cheddar eat your heart
out!). For 1200 metres you descend almost imperceptibly with massive sandstone walls above you
picking out carvings, remains of water pipes and parts of the old Roman paving. The gorge narrows
to just a few feet and is almost closed overhead when suddenly you get a glimpse high up ahead of
what you are here for. A small patch of carved stone appears and grows as you approach the end of
the Siq. It takes your breath away to realise that this exquisite monument (The Treasury) was carved
out of the solid rock over 2000 years ago. Questions such as “how” and simply “why” leave you
awestruck.

We emerged from the end of the Siq into the space in front of the Treasury and could marvel (along
with hundreds of mere tourists) at its full frontal beauty. So magnificent is the vision however, that
the noise and bustle doesn’t seem to matter. We lingered for a while and then set off for the rest of
the ancient City. Although most do not match the symmetrical perfection of the Treasury, the tombs
around the Outer Siq are still impressive as is the magnificent Theatre which was capable of holding
8500 people.

We decided to go for the long walk to the Monastery - an hour or so away. We had many offers of
air-conditioned taxis (aka as donkeys!). Raz was still limping along and decided to give a donkey a
try. I have to say that neither he nor the donkey looked very happy and they broke up after the
shortest of relationships even before the path started its climb.

Raz tries the air-conditioned
taxi service

There are steps of sorts all the way and in the afternoon, much of the climb is mercifully in the
shade. Raz was going well by now and after passing many stalls with the usual tourist nick nacks we

caught a glimpse of the urn that marks the top of the monument. The approach is beautifully
thought out. Apart from the urn, you see nothing until you reach the plateau. Turn a corner
however and suddenly the whole magnificent façade is there in front of you. Its symmetry produces
an optical illusion such that it is difficult to comprehend its scale. The doorway itself is higher than a
substantial two storey house and the whole facade is 50 metres across. Pictures with people in
show the true scale.

We settled down in the comfy chairs of the café opposite for a mint tea trying to take in the sheer
scale of it. A quick trot up to the col for the big views out to the East and then we were back off
down. A welcome ice cream and it was then back up the Siq - which now felt a bit steeper at the end
of a long but fantastic day.
Ahmed, the bus organiser had sorted out a taxi for us to get back and we arrived under a full moon
in time for dinner with those dining out. Rob and Sarah had confirmed the quality of Black Magic.
Simon and Pete had an adventurous day accessing The Edge of Zernouk el Daber (D Sup) via the
Kharazeh Canyon on the North side of Wadi Rum. They ended ending up descending the striking line
of the Beauty (TD) meeting up with Sue, Neil and Simon for the descent.

Simon climbing out of the
Karazeh canyon

The teams join up
for the descent

Time for Raz and I to get climbing again. We settled on the shortish route - Salim - that Pete and
Simon had done on day 1. Despite painfully turning his damaged ankle on the walk up, Raz was up
for the climbing and led off up the easy first pitch. The three pitch route showed its teeth a little on
the three dimensional first pitch which after an awkward groove and chimney finished via an airy
juggy arête. Raz led the next chimney pitch confidently and I finished up the sandy corner which was
pretty tough for 5+. But we had a good route out of the way and Raz could still climb!

Salim pitch 2 (Raz), pitch 3
(Malcolm) and the descent

Most of the others had gone to Petra for the day but Robin and Sarah having been before, went for
Alan and his Perverse Frog (TD Sup) to the left of the Beauty. This apparently blank wall’s crux
traverse succumbed to the team’s 6b leader: Sarah.

Sarah follows Rob on
Alan and his perverse Frog

The day’s Petra party were more canny than us on the entry fee. They bought two day passes for
fifty something dinar and then hung around the bus the next morning to sell them on to the next
day’s punters to save almost 50%. The punters just had to remember what their name was for the
day!
Next day, we were all off to the desert. Somehow, ten of us got into Salim’s 4X4 which had
750,000km on the clock. Our baggage was on the roof. Neil rose to the occasion producing a range
of music to suit all tastes. Who would have thought we would sing along to Cliff on his Summer
Holiday or that Neil would know all the words to Rawhide let alone have it at all on his i-pod? Surfing
Safari also went down well.

The team
Simon (Clark), Rob, Raz, Pete, Sarah, Sue, Neil, Dan
And kneeling: Simon (Laker), Malcolm

Surf’s up for
Sue and Neil

It was great to get away from the campsite which by now was flooded with a large party from a
national climbing club. They did not endear themselves to the Bedouin. First they spent very little
to boost the local economy, but more annoyingly, they used up all the water on their first evening
with long showers and filling enormous water butts with water of doubtful quality when bottled
water was not only safer but cheap. By keeping in with the locals, we were able to sneak a shower in
the staff bathroom on condition we did not tell anyone.
Salim dropped us off in Barrah Canyon opposite the massive Ocean Slabs. We had thought about an
easy route here, but the face was fully in the sun all day.

Barrah Canyon: the Ocean Slabs are left of centre
Instead we set about looking at the major crack lines to choose a route. Dan (now ready for
climbing) and Simon settled on the striking straight crack of Merlin’s Wand (4 pitches up to 6a+).
Sue and Neil went for the Star of Abu Judaidah (ED Inf) leaving the rest of us to divide up the three
crack lines of Rain in the Desert (Pete and Simon), Storm (Robin and Sarah) and Sundown (Raz and I).

The striking straight crack line just right of centre is
Sundown
The faint groove line to the left is Storm
The prominent groove line is Rain in the Desert

They were all great routes with pitches up to 6a. Ours soaked up all our big gear including two
friend 4s. The chimney at the top looked intimidating but took some gear and had a drilled peg for
added comfort.

Sarah leads off on Storm

Malcolm grapples with Sundown

All three teams converged for the abseil descent which was both reassuring and sociable.

At the bottom it looked as if many of the more experienced (ok - older) members of the party might
have been sponsored by La Sportiva. Their Mythos boots are, in our opinion, the last thing in both
comfort and elegance. Hopefully there’s a cheque in the post Mr Sportiva.

At our base under the cliff, Simon got his “beast” going. This petrol stove was another way in which
we were woken up in the mornings, but here it came into its own with an endless supply of welcome
tea. There was a general air of calm efficiency about the Pete/Simon team some of which almost
rubbed off on the rest of us.
As we waited for Neil and Sue, we cooked up the evening meal - an excellent ratatouille with added
spices and garlic plus pasta and pitta bread. The best meal of the week. The café at the campsite,
while acceptable, was a bit limited. Starters were very good - types of hummus, salads and yoghurt
plus pitta bread. For non veggies the main course was either chicken or fish and the fish was just
fish fingers. No obvious traces of sea-horse though! In the end veggies did better. The omelettes
were good for example.

Our meal and the campfire

Back at camp in the desert, night fell and the stars came out. Dan set up one of his trademark time
lapse efforts and we argued for a while about the location of the Pole star. Then the moon rose
flooding the West Side of the canyon and the Ocean Slabs which looked a much more attractive
proposition then than in the full heat of the sun. We lit a fire with what brushwood we could find
and chatted on till one by one we drifted off to our pits. We didn’t put the fire out, unlike Pete on a
previous occasion at Swanage where they had come across someone else’s fire. After warming
themselves for a while, in true neighbourly spirit and bearing in mind health and safety
considerations, they had made it safe in the way that only boys can. A little later, safely hidden away
in their tents, they heard voices returning from the pub: “I wonder if those potatoes are cooked by
now!”
A great night’s sleep followed for everyone for once. The beast was soon in action for tea and
routes decided on. Raz and I would follow Pete and Simon up Merlin’s Wand; Robin and Sarah would
go for The Star of Abu Judaidah; Dan and Simon for Voyage in the Aura with its exciting 6b pendulum
pitch and Sue and Neil for Honte a Vous (TD), just to the right of Merlin’s Wand with the aim of
doing that too.
Sarah dwarfed by the scale of
The Star of Abu Judaidah in
Dan Arkle’s photo

Sarah nears the top of
The Star ofAbu Judaidah

We watched and waited as Pete and Simon dealt efficiently with the clearly technical first pitches of
the Wand. A troupe of goats passed through – two rampant males facing off in spectacular fashion.

Merlin’s Wand or the Super Crack of Rum
Now – where exactly does it go?

Pete and Simon tackle pitches 1 and 2
of Merlin’s Wand (below)

The silence and tranquillity of the desert was wonderful, broken only by a full a capella version of
American Pie from Neil while belaying Sue at the foot of their route. The irrepressible Neil claimed
to have been chatted up by girls of all ages and nationalities and by the end of the week even had
the telephone number of the most attractive camel!

Neil and friend

After the musical diversion, all too soon it was my turn for the Wand. I was very quickly engrossed
in a lovely long first pitch. Easy slabs at first, a stiff little overhang and then a flared crack with finger
locks in the back. Utterly absorbing. At the top there was a juggy steepening before the
comfortable stance. Raz came up grumbling gently but he loved it really. The second pitch had a
short brutal overhang which turned out to be a one move wonder. We had now dealt with the
starters and were on the big ledge below the main course.

Malcolm on pitches
1 and 3 (the crux pitch)
of Merlin’s Wand

It started easily enough and then had a taster overhang on the slightly worrying yellow rock but with
the biggest jug imaginable in just the right place. Then I was perched under the crux. The now thin
finger crack led out left and there was an obvious foothold out on the front. A committing move up
found my left foot on that hold and finger jugs in reach. Although awkwardly placed, these jugs
enabled a contortionate move to get in a bridged position above the crux. It looked as if we might
get this done! I belayed quickly.
Raz came up well, his bad leg causing no trouble and I set off up the long 4th pitch. After a pause to
let Pete abseil past me I finished the pitch being videoed by Simon as I grappled with awkward
runners in the flared crack. The pitch seemed to go on for ever and I was getting mentally drained
as well as very thirsty. I sucked the very last out of Simon’s platypus before I could contemplate
setting up the belay. Simon roped on down and Raz followed up before I led off up the final pitch.
Not hard, but long and needing care before it deposited me in the obvious niche. When Raz came
up I sent him off to the right trusting that the abseil was over that way. It was and with great care to
avoid trapped ropes we abbed off in 4 lengths to the valley floor. A great route - about E2 5b was
the general consensus. I was well pleased with myself.

Abbing off the Wand

We packed up while we waited for Sue and Neil (no chance of them getting Merlin’s Wand done as
well). The ever-reliable Salim turned up on time to get us home. As we entered the village again,
traffic built up and we were held up by a fully laden truck gong incredibly slowly. It was only as we
drew alongside that we realised that it was being driven by what looked like a six year old! How he
reached the pedals we never discovered.
The trip to the desert had been great fun but I for one was tired and most of us took a day off to go
to Aqaba for a swim in the Red Sea. Dan studied the guide and decided we were going to the Royal
Diving Club. It would cost a little but would be worth it. Meanwhile, Rob, Sarah, Pete and Simon
had got up at 4am before we left for Aqaba intent on doing a long Bedouin route over Jebel Rum - Al
Thalamiyyah (AD Sup).

We were in two taxis and ours took us via Aqaba itself, the ancient site of Aila and the small but
interesting museum. At the dive centre south of Aqaba we paid 15 dinar to enter and a further 5 to
hire a mask and snorkel. Dan’s choice was spot on. About 30 metres out was a fantastic coral reef
with as many colours shapes and sizes as you could imagine plus tropical fish of incredible variety. It
was just like swimming in an enormous aquarium. You expected David Attenborough to be
whispering in your ear at any moment. Spectacular!

Aqaba and a poster of the fish

Sue, Raz and I travelled back together. Meanwhile, the lads (Dan, Simon and Neil) had hatched a
plot. They were after the Inshallah Factor which snaked up a tough looking 450m line, right behind
the campsite. Graded ED Inf, it had a 6c crux pitch. The problem was that it was in full sun all day.
The obvious thing (to them!) was to climb it at night. Sue helped them carry their gear to the start of
the real climbing but was a bit disappointed not to be going with them. As night began to fall we
could see their head torches making steady progress.

The party of four (Pete, Simon, Rob and Sarah) arrived back from their massive outing on the
Bedouin route as darkness fell having been held up for 90 minutes by a guided party who had
insisted on sending 18 novices down the crucial abseil with top ropes and refusing to let our guys
through. Bloody arrogant! Pete had sadly managed to damage a big toe quite badly and had cuts
to his hand. He was on an easy passage and going at speed, when a piece of dark, coal like rock had
simply broken away and sent him flying. They’d completed their route to its junction with
Hammad’s Route, albeit with insufficient time to visit the summit of Jebel Rum but enough to
descend Hammad’s Route without being benighted despite the guided party. They’d had a great day
out though and drunk three litres of water each - and that was barely enough!

The summit domes on the Bedouin
inspired route Al Thalamiyyah

The fragile black stuff
that did for Pete’s foot

On the final full day, the three lads (Simon, Dan and Neil) were not back in the morning but there
was no sign of them on the cliff even with binoculars so it looked like they were on top. The others
were keen on another desert trip and set off for the Burdah area with Salim’s younger brother
Suleman to do Orange Sunshine (D Inf). Sue and I meanwhile would do Black Magic. We set off in
full sun but with a pleasant breeze blowing and were immediately slightly off route.

Sue on Black Magic and abseiling back down the crux corner
Soon however, we were romping up pleasant grooves, slabs and the occasional fist crack to reach
the obvious tree on the halfway ledge. Here, now nicely in the shade, and on the advice of the
others, we took the steep crack rather than the unprotected slab. I reached the obvious belay
equipped with a malleon and everything and brought Sue up. We consulted the guide which said to
go out left. Sue climbed a crack first and then moved left but it was all wrong at the grade so she
retreated using gear that others had left behind presumably from a similar doomed excursion. She
was having a look round to the right when I spotted chalk and more worn rock lower down over to
the left. Had we taken the slab instead of the crack we would have landed at the correct belay on
the arête. Having got out to the arête, from here on, the grades were right - a traverse at 4, a nice
groove pitch for Sue at 5 and the final diedre pitch at 5+ for me. About HVS 5a we thought overall.

Wadi Rum from the top of Black Magic

We didn’t bother with the scrambling to the top (which wasn’t a real top anyway) in favour of
making sure we got down well before dark. Easy abseils led to a more awkward one off the half way
tree and after a nasty scramble down a short chimney we were back on the screes. A great day out.
Meanwhile everyone else was home. The lads had finished their route at 5am, caught the sunrise
and had passed a leisurely day getting down, finishing with a paddle in Lawrence’s Well.

The face where
Inshallah Factor
goes

Neil leads one of the
early hard pitches
at dusk

Dancing in the Moonlight
on the Inshallah Factor

The exit chimneys (left) and
topping out at dawn (below)

The desert rats had had an entertaining day with Sulamen showing off his driving skills on the dunes
and over the domes. They’d had trouble following the route as described, but still managed a good
outing with Pete following along in trainers with his bad toe.
Jeremy (Sulamen)Clarkson

Scenes from Burdah and somewhere near
Orange Sunshine

For our final meal we were invited to Salim’s house. He has 10 delightful children and he himself is
one of 5 brothers and 16 sisters. We only saw his wife briefly to say our thankyous for the delicious
baked fish and apart from her we saw no Bedouin women at all the whole week. It seemed to our
Western eyes such a shame that his bright intelligent and communicative 11 and 12 year old
daughters would soon have to cover up and not been seen outside the family. Neverthless it was a
very pleasant evening and the children liked the pens and sweets we offered them.
Lifts had been arranged for the morning. Simon and Pete had an earlier flight but the rest of us went
via the Dead Sea. That was weird! 30% salt content and all but impossible to swim on your front.
We posed reading books and seeming to float above the water. We all obeyed the notices about
avoiding going under the water or getting it in our eyes or noses. All except Dan of course, who
made himself quite ill by deliberately going completely under. Twice. No sympathy was evident
from the rest of us!

Dan (before his silliness) and
Sue show how it’s done

It remained to get to the airport and for Raz and I to have our hand luggage rejected (the others had
learned the hard way in the past that climbing gear can often be turned back as a security risk).
Fortunately, after a brief hiatus we were ushered back through security and our hand luggage was
taken into the hold at no extra charge from Easyjet.
And so back to a freezing and still wintry Kent. A great adventurous trip. Thanks to Robin and Sarah
for inviting us and organising things so well. Thanks also to everyone else for great company, good
humour and some new friends made. Hope to see you all out on the hill some time.
Malcolm

